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South African trade flows 

Opportunities and obstacles 

 We examine trade flows between South Africa and the rest of the Africa. Africa is 

now the second largest destination for South Africa’s exports, accounting for 26.2% 

of the total in 2017, second only to Asia. Additionally, South Africa’s exports to the 

region have recently shown the second fastest growth after Asia. As for South 

Africa’s imports, Africa accounted for a much smaller share, just 9.9% in 2017.  

 Given the growing risks of global trade protectionism, we think South Africa will 

increasingly prioritize the development of its trade with the rest of Africa, a goal laid 

out in the 2018/19 Industrial Policy Action Plan and the National Development Plan. 

 Given the country’s commodity-heavy export profile, a notable feature of South 

Africa’s exports to the rest of Africa is that they comprise mainly manufactured 

goods (84% in 2017). In contrast, 59% of South Africa’s exports to Asia in 2017 

were minerals, notably iron ore exports to China. As for South Africa’s imports from 

Africa in 2017, 51% was minerals, mainly crude from oil giants Nigeria and Angola.  

 Notably, South Africa’s trade flows with the rest of Africa are highly concentrated in 

Southern Africa. More than 85% of South Africa’s exports to the rest of Africa are 

absorbed by the Southern African Development Community (SADC) region, and 

within this grouping, a handful of countries dominate. Exports to the other two 

largest economies in sub-Saharan Africa (Angola and Nigeria) together accounted 

for just 4.3% of South Africa’s total exports to the rest of Africa in 2017.  

 The recent partial signing of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) has 

raised hopes of broader and deeper regional economic integration, which would likely 

have big benefits for South Africa’s exports, given the country’s relatively more 

established industrial base. South Africa has not yet signed the deal but has expressed 

the intent to do so. While the fast growing economies of the continent present 

enticing opportunities for South Africa to diversify its export markets, it will likely 

take time for South Africa to fully realize these opportunities, given various political, 

institutional, and infrastructural obstacles. Nonetheless, the AfCFTA is an important 

step on a long road towards unlocking the full potential of the region, especially 

since a free trade area can spur integration efforts beyond the narrow field of tariffs. 
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The specifics of South Africa’s trade performance arguably do not receive enough analytical 

attention, with analysts and investors tending to focus rather narrowly on just the monthly 

trade balance. But it is in the details that one can glean important clues as to how the trade 

balance could evolve in coming years. In this note, we explore South Africa’s trade flows 

with the rest of Africa, looking at both the direction of flows as well as the composition of 

goods traded. We also explore some of the constraints to and opportunities for greater 

South African trade with the rest of Africa, not least the recent first concrete steps towards 

a continental free trade area. In this analysis we focus on South Africa’s trade with sub-

Saharan Africa (SSA). 

There is awareness among South African policymakers of the potential gains from trade 

that regional integration could produce. The latest example was in the remarks two weeks 

ago of Minister of Trade and Industry Rob Davies. Delivering a speech when parliament 

voted on the budget for his department, the Minister stated that South Africa would 

prioritize the acceleration of market integration with the rest of the continent. The Minister’s 

comments were in part a reaction to growing concerns about the prospect of trade wars in 

the global arena, more specifically, the US’s decision not to exempt South Africa from its 

recently imposed import duties on steel and aluminum. South Africa’s exports of steel and 

aluminum to the US are now subject to 25% and 10% ad valorem duties, respectively. Given 

that South Africa’s exports of steel, aluminum and related products to the US accounted for 

20% of its exports to the US, and 14% of its total exports of steel, aluminum and related 

products, the US tariffs are a big blow, though likely not a lethal one. However, there are 

now some concerns that President Trump may impose tariffs on US imports of foreign 

made cars, which could hit South Africa’s automotive industry. But even before the most 

recent concerns about increasingly inward-looking trade policies from some of the world’s 

largest economies, other policy blueprints such as the National Development Plan and the 

2018 Industrial Policy Action Policy Plan highlight regional integration as a key opportunity 

for lifting growth across African markets. 

The diverse Sub-Saharan African economies have collectively shown strong economic 

growth over the past decade or so of 4.7% per annum, compared with 3.6% for the global 

economy as a whole (according to IMF estimates). Notwithstanding an overall slowdown in 

the past few years, the continent is still home to some of the fastest growing economies in 

the world (See SSA Viewpoints: Recovery on track despite global risks, 13 April 2018). 

According to the latest IMF estimates, the Sub-Saharan Africa region alone had GDP of 

USD1.5trn in 2017, a significant increase from just USD380bn in 2000. Moreover, Africa is 

one of the few regions of the world still enjoying strong population growth (with the total 

population at 1.3bn), with projected annual average population growth of 1.6%1, double the 

0.8% (or less) for all other regions. And the population continues to manifest strong 

urbanization trends. Therefore, better regional integration would seem to offer ample 

market opportunities for South Africa, which still enjoys a relatively more advanced 

industrial base compared with the rest of the continent.  

The signing of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) agreement in Kigali has 

raised hopes of increased trade flows. On 21 March, the leaders of 44 nation members of 

the African Union (AU) signed an agreement to form a continental free trade area (see 

box). Many details remain unresolved and the agreement still needs ratification by 

individual AU members. Moreover, some key countries such as Nigeria, the continent’s 

largest economy and most populous country, have refused to sign the deal (for now at 

least), presumably due to concerns about the impact of freer trade on its relatively 

uncompetitive manufacturing sector. South Africa also did not sign the deal, citing the 

 
1 The population growth projections come from the United Nation’s “World Population to 2300” report and are for 

the period to 2050. 
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need to follow stated domestic legal procedure. However, both Trade and Industry 

Minister Davies and President Ramaphosa have said that South Africa supports the deal 

in principle and will sign as soon as possible after a necessary consultation process. 

The trade data compiled by South African Revenue Service (SARS) can be somewhat 

unwieldy to work with for a variety of technical reasons. For example, prior to 2010 they 

exclude South Africa’s trade with other countries in the Southern African Customs Union 

(Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland, collectively abbreviated as BLNS), which in 

2017 accounted for 11.2% of South Africa’s exports and 3.4% of its imports. Furthermore, , 

the wide fluctuations of the ZAR over the past few years generate big valuation effects and 

can make time series analysis difficult, since the long run trend of rand depreciation tends to 

 
The African Continental Free Trade Area is a long term goal 

At an Extraordinary Summit held in Kigali in March this year, African leaders signed an 

agreement to establish the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA). The primary 

objective of AfCFTA is to create a single continental market for goods and services, 

including (ambitiously) the free movement of people and capital. According to 

estimates from the Economic Commission for Africa, the AfCFTA has the potential to 

increase intra-African Trade by as much as 52% over the long-run, assuming that all 

import duties are completely eliminated and non-tariff barriers are also reduced.  

However, the AfCFTA could take time to implement. In total, 44 out of the 55 African 

Union member states signed the agreement. The countries that did not sign the initial 

agreement are Botswana, Benin, Burundi, Eritrea, Guinea-Bissau, Lesotho, Namibia, 

Nigeria, Sierra Leone, South Africa and Zambia. Nigeria, which is the largest market in the 

region, has openly rebelled against the deal, saying it could undermine its own industrial 

development and open Nigeria to dumping. However, there are hopes that Nigeria could 

still sign the agreement at some point. According to Engineering News on 1 June, the 

former president of Nigeria, Olusegun Obasanjo, said he expected this to happen before 

the next AU summit in July this year. South Africa has endorsed the deal and said it would 

sign it after a necessary consultative process. A requirement for the deal to be in force is 

that it be ratified by at least 22 of the member states. At the time of writing, Ghana and 

Kenya had already ratified the deal while Rwanda had completed its internal processes. 

Ethiopia has also indicated that it would look to promptly ratify the deal. 

 
FIGURE 1 

Asia and Europe account for most of South Africa’s total trade flows* 

 

 
*Chart excludes unallocated (which is largely gold), and which accounted for 6.9% of total exports in 2017.  

Source: South African Revenue Service, Absa Research 
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overstate the long growth of imports and exports. An imperfect solution to this problem is 

to look at South Africa’s trade flows in USD terms. A striking feature of South Africa’s trade 

performance in the wake of the global financial crisis is how sluggish it has been, despite 

strong commodity prices in the early part of this period. From 2012 to 2016, South Africa’s 

exports in USD terms declined by 7.3% per annum, while imports fell by 6.0% per annum, 

despite global economic activity improving during this period. The picture changed in 2017 

(partly due to the weakness of the dollar), when South Africa’s exports hit USD87.4bn and 

imports reached USD83.1bn, representing growth rates of 19.8% and 11.2%, respectively, 

from 2016. Asia accounts for most of the trade flows with South Africa, with China the 

single biggest destination for South Africa’s exports and the single biggest source of 

imports, 9.7% and 18.3% respectively in 2017. Next comes Europe (Figure 2), followed by 

the rest of Africa in third place, but this is mostly because South Africa imports from the rest 

of the region are small. However, from an export perspective alone, the rest of Africa is 

slightly more important than Europe.  

Exports to the region are mostly destined for the SADC region… 

Notably, nearly all of South Africa’s trade with the rest of Africa is concentrated in trade with 

the 16 countries of the Southern African Development Community (SADC), which 

established the SADC Free Trade Area in 20082 when a phased program of tariff reductions 

that commenced in 2001 delivered the minimum conditions for the SADC Free Trade Area, 

with 85% of trade amongst SADC countries duty free. (Tariff reductions for “sensitive” 

products were completed in 2012.) During 2017, the value of South Africa’s merchandise 

exports to the rest of Africa amounted to USD22.9bn, representing 26.2% of all South 

Africa’s merchandise exports. A closer look at the directional profile of the exports shows 

significant concentration in Southern Africa. Using the Department of Trade and Industry 

classification which sub-divides Africa into six regions, i.e. the SADC, West Africa, Central 

Africa, East Africa, North and the Indian Ocean (islands), the detailed data show that 86% of 

South Africa exports into the rest of Africa landed in the SADC. That this region absorbs 

most of South Africa’s exports to the rest of Africa is hardly surprising given the close 

geographical proximity and the existence of the SADC Free Trade Area, but the magnitude 

also highlights how little traction South Africa’s exports are finding in markets outside the 

SADC. Both West and East Africa accounted for a combined 11% of South Africa’s total 

exports to the rest of Africa during 2017 while Central Africa accounted for just 1%.  

Within the SADC, South Africa’s exports are quite broadly-oriented, contrary to our initial 

expectation that the BLNS countries would be more dominant. Instead, exports to BLNS 

countries comprised just less than half (49%) of all South Africa’s exports to the SADC region. 

The value of South Africa’s exports to SADC countries, excluding BLNS countries (which were 

already in a long standing customs union with South Africa), and the Democratic Republic of 

the Congo (DRC) and Angola (which are members of the SADC but not in the SADC Free 

Trade Area), has grown by an annual average of 7.7% since 1998. Aside from the BLNS 

countries, Mozambique, Zambia and Zimbabwe were also large markets for South Africa 

within the SADC region, absorbing a combined 37% of all South Africa’s exports to the SADC. 

Interestingly, Angola, one of the other “Big Three” economies in SSA, is a fairly small market 

for South Africa’s exports, absorbing just 2.9% of total exports to SADC.  

 

  

 
2 Angola and the Democratic Republic of Congo are not members of the Free Trade Area.  
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FIGURE 2 

The SADC numbers in some detail 

  

GDP (USD bn), 

2017 

Population 

(mn), 2017 

Share of SA 

exports to 

Africa (%), 

2017 

Share of SA 

imports from 

Africa (%), 

2017 

Share of SA 

manufacturing 

exports to 

Africa (%), 

2017 

Angola 103 25.0 2.5 15.7 2.7 

Botswana 16.3 2.3 16.5 4.9 16.0 

DRC 41.4 86.7 3.8 1.1 4.2 

Lesotho 2.8 1.9 5.8 3.6 6.3 

Madagascar 11.5 25.6 0.8 1.1 0.8 

Malawi 6.2 19.2 1.8 0.7 2.0 

Mauritius 13.3 1.3 1.7 2.0 1.6 

Mozambique 12.8 28 12.4 10.5 8.3 

Namibia 12.5 2.5 15.3 9.8 16.9 

Seychelles 1.5 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.3 

Swaziland 4.5 1.1 5.5 14.3 5.9 

Tanzania 47.9 53.5 1.9 0.4 2.2 

Zambia 27.3 16.2 9.6 2.6 10.9 

Zimbabwe 17.5 14.9 9.0 2.0 9.4 

Nigeria* 389 182.2 1.8 20.1 2.0 

Note: *Not part of the SADC. Source: SARS, IMF, Absa Research 

South African goods exports are yet to make significant trade inroads outside the SADC 

region. To further illustrate the point, South Africa’s exports to Namibia alone in 2017, at 

USD3.2bn, were larger than all of South Africa’s non-SADC Africa exports. Nigeria, the 

biggest economy in Africa both by GDP (USD389bn in 2017) and by population (189mn), 

seems almost closed to trade with South Africa, taking only 1.8% of SA’s exports. As 

previously mentioned, Nigeria is no doubt keen to protect its own domestic manufacturing 

sector, which is likely one of the reasons why it has not signed the AfCFTA deal, but policy 

choices alone probably do not fully account for the low level of trade with South Africa. 

Logistical and infrastructural support for trade is lacking here, as we discuss more fully later.  

FIGURE 3 

SADC is the main destination of SA exports to Africa… 

 
FIGURE 4 

… and BLNS countries are roughly half of this 

 

 

 
Source: SARS, Absa Research  Source: SARS, Absa Research 
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…and these are largely value-added exports  

The composition of South Africa’s exports to other African countries is interesting. During 

2017, South Africa’s export basket was 55.2% manufactured goods, 37.0% mineral 

commodities, 6.7% agricultural products and 0.7% classified as “other”. Since there are 

various ways of classifying trade data, it is worth noting that in this classification (done 

using the SIC system), semi-processed minerals, such as wrought platinum, count as 

manufactured goods. However, there are big divergences in the composition across the 

different regions. Unsurprisingly, exports to the top destination region, Asia, were largely 

dominated by mining (59.1%), while manufacturing goods were just 34.7% in 2017. For 

example, two-thirds of South Africa’s exports to China, its single biggest export market, 

were iron ore, while iron and steel products comprised an additional 10%. In contrast, the 

data show that South Africa’s exports to the rest of Africa (concentrated in the SADC) 

mainly consisted of value added goods such as processed foodstuffs, refined petroleum 

products, chemicals and plastics, metals, machinery and equipment. In 2017, as much as 

83% of all total exports to the rest of Africa were classified as manufacturing goods (using 

SIC classification), the highest share for all of the main export destinations. Goods classified 

as mining and agricultural products accounted for only 8.6% and 7.4% of total exports, 

respectively. Using the HS8 detailed trade data, which allows for a neater disaggregation, 

‘agricultural products and prepared foodstuffs’ emerge as the largest category of exports to 

the rest of the continent in 2017 (see Figure 5). Within this, the largest component was 

manufactured foodstuffs, which accounted for 76% of the ‘agricultural products and 

prepared’ foodstuff basket while the balance was live animals and vegetable products. 

FIGURE 5 

Detailed composition of South Africa’s exports to the rest of Africa in 2017 

 

Source: SARS, Absa Research  
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Mineral products were also a key export to Africa in 2017, and unsurprisingly, fuels were the 

largest share of this category, showing South Africa exports a large amount of refined fuel 

to neighboring countries. Capital goods are also a prominent feature of exports to the rest of 

the continent and these accounted for 16.2% of the total during 2017. These included 

products categorized as ‘boilers, machinery and mechanical appliances’ as well as ‘electrical 

machinery and other equipment’. Interestingly, ‘chemicals, plastics and rubber’ also 

accounted for a large share of South Africa’s exports to the rest of the continent last year 

and some of the largest items within this include ‘cosmetics, soap, washing, and related 

products’, and fertilizer. 

South Africa’s imports from other African countries are dominated by crude 

While the rest of Africa has become an important destination market for South Africa’s 

exports, South Africa’s imports from the continent are relatively small. During 2017, the 

total value of imports was just USD8.2bn. Over 70% of these originated from the SADC 

region, followed by West Africa (Figure 6). A closer look at the underlying data shows that 

two countries account for most of South Africa’s imports from other African states. Within 

the West African region, Nigeria provided 89.2% of South African imports, while Ghana and 

Togo had shares that were only slightly larger than 1%. Within the SADC region, Angola 

accounted for 23.2% of all South Africa’s imports. Stated differently, Angola and Nigeria 

accounted for 37% of South Africa’s imports from other African countries during 2017. All 

other regions outside of the SADC and West Africa accounted for just 6% of all total imports 

from the rest of the continent. That Angola and Nigeria are the two the biggest African 

exporters to South Africa highlights the fact that Africa’s industrial base remains relatively 

small. In 2017, minerals (mainly crude oil) accounted for just over half of South Africa’s 

imports from Africa, while agricultural products and prepared foodstuffs accounted for a 

further 14%. 

There are also notable manufactured goods that South Africa imports from the rest of the 

region (see Figure 8). Manufactured foods were about half of the ‘agricultural and prepared 

foodstuff’ basket and within the ‘prepared foodstuffs’. Specifically, 50% was ‘sugar and 

confectionary’ and ‘beverages and spirits’ accounted for a further 12.3% and were largely 

from Swaziland and Namibia, respectively. Textiles are another notable import from the rest 

of the region and these were largely from Swaziland (31%), Lesotho (26%) as well as the 

small islands of Mauritius (19%) and Madagascar (12%).  

FIGURE 6 

Imports largely from West Africa and the SADC… 

 
FIGURE 7 

…and consist mainly of minerals  

 

 

 
Source: SARS, Absa Research  Source: SARS, Absa Research 
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FIGURE 8 

A detailed composition of imports from the rest of Africa in 2017 

 

Source: SARS, Absa Research 
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FIGURE 9 

Regional decomposition of South Africa’s trade balance 

 
FIGURE 10 

South Africa’s trade balance with Africa broadly stable 
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While we view the agreement to establish an AfCFTA as a major step forward and a big 

opportunity for South Africa, it is important to recognize that for now it is a long term goal, 

and progress will be slow. Boosting intra-African trade will require not just lower tariffs but a 

host of ancillary political, institutional, and economic changes as well. For example, weak 

regional integration of transportation infrastructure has historically constrained trade between 

South Africa and other African countries, but governments across the continent are, to varying 

degrees, now trying to boost infrastructure spending on roads, railways, ports and airports. 

Border and customs logistics still need to be improved sharply further to lower the implicit 

costs of trade. There is also a need to continue strengthening payments systems and develop 

banking systems to facilitate trade finance. Progress on these fronts often requires strong 

cross-border coordination, which may be constrained by different political, bureaucratic and 

institutional deficiencies in different countries. There have been great gains, but there is more 

to be done. The agreement to proceed towards the AfCFTA could, however, act as quite a 

significant spur to progress in area outside the narrow remit of tariffs.  

Even so, we have to stress the importance of strong political will and government to 

government cooperation. Nigeria’s reluctance to sign to AfCFTA already shows that political 

will could be a major stumbling block when push comes to shove with actual tariff 

reductions, and their inevitable winners and losers. While economic integration likely yields 

net benefits overall (including, especially, the ability to specialize in areas of comparative 

advantage and exploit economies of scale) there are inevitably some losses that come from 

cutting tariff barriers. For instance, customs revenues, which in some countries are an 

important source of government revenues, would likely fall as import duties are eliminated. 

Some countries may be better placed than others to benefit immediately from the AfCFTA, 

and even within countries there will be winners and losers – with the latter creating vested 

interests in maintaining the status quo. The European Union (EU), for example, with its 28 

member states, was only able to achieve the single market over time by the liberal 

application of “social cohesion funds” to the EU’s weaker members. There is no similar 

mechanism for winners to compensate losers in the North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA), but coordination between just three countries to secure a fair balance would 

seem to be a lot easier. Notwithstanding this, even with NAFTA, US populist anger over the 

loss of industries and jobs has recently undermined the integration effort. The challenge of 

corralling 45 (or more) African states, many with unstable politics and weak institutional 

and bureaucratic capacity, into a functional and meaningful free trade area is huge. 

However, we think it worth pointing out that the establishment of the SADC Free Trade 

Area, with the corresponding growth in intra-SADC trade, shows that Africa can do it.  

In conclusion, we think it is worth keeping a close eye South Africa’s trade with the rest of 

Africa and on associated developments such as progress towards the AfCFTA, especially in 

light of US moves towards greater protectionism, from which South Africa is not exempt. As 

one of the continent’s largest economies, and arguably its most advanced, South Africa has 

much to gain from greater access to African markets, especially since its exports to Africa 

comprise predominantly higher value added manufactured goods. Free trade is likely to 

spur welcome welfare-boosting integration efforts in other areas as well. Over time, we 

would expect the value of Africa’s imports from South Africa, as well as its share of the 

total, to continue rising. Perhaps there is a case for the government to be much more 

proactive in promoting South African exports and business generally in Africa, especially 

beyond the SADC region, even in advance of much progress towards AfCFTA. Under former 

president Jacob Zuma, the government’s international focus was oriented towards the other 

BRICs countries. Now, perhaps, President Ramaphosa will swing the focus back to Africa. 
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and other economic 

integration are significant 

Political will is obviously key; 

coordinating 45 or more states 

with weak institutional and 

bureaucratic capacities is likely 

to be a challenge 

We think South Africa under 

President Ramaphosa will 

swing its focus strongly back to 

Africa 
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